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Introduction

     This Astrological Child Report has been designed as a guide for Jimmy's parents, with a special commitment:

to help with Jimmy's growth and cultural upbringing, to emphasize and strengthen his assets, and to alert the
parents to mistakes or possible problems that Jimmy could face in his life.

     Chapter 1 describes Jimmy the way he really is (position of the Sun), and the way his personality is expressed
(Ascendant sign). Chapters 2 and 3 describe the influences linked to his mother and father respectively, which

DOES NOT mean a description of their personalities, but the way Jimmy sees them, experiences them, and

which characteristics he takes from each one. In the astrological chart of a brother or sister, the description of

parents could be different due to the individual's perspective. Chapter 4 completes the sequence of the

description of Jimmy's temperament, focusing his mind, his attitude toward education, and his intellectual
capacity.

     Chapter 5 describes Jimmy's destiny, his vocation, his profession, and the probability of success in the
material world. In order to get an appropriate view of Jimmy's vocational possibilities, it will be necessary to

combine what is in this chapter plus what is in Chapter 1 and any other relevant information in the report.

     Chapter 6 analyzes the conditions of Jimmy's health; some tendencies or possibilities to physical diseases are
mentioned, which DOES NOT mean that Jimmy is going to suffer from them, one by one.  It does mean that

those are his weak points and he is inclined to those possibilities. As a complement, some recommendations for
Jimmy to have better nutrition are mentioned. PLEASE CONSULT A PHYSICIAN REGARDING ANY

PHYSICAL PROBLEMS THAT YOUR CHILD MAY HAVE!!! FOLLOW YOUR PHYSICIAN'S
ADVICE AND ANY MEDICATION OR THERAPY THAT HE/SHE RECOMMENDS!!! ASTROLOGY

SHOULD NEVER BE USED AS A SUBSTITUTE FOR PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL ATTENTION!!!

     Finally, Chapter 7 describes the astrological influence of the outer planets which affect all the children who

were born in the same period of years, producing common ideas and behaviors and subsequent generational
characteristics.

     It is probable that you may find some contradictions in the report; this is because some planets may be

beneficial in a certain area of life while other planets may be less helpful or even harmful. This means that Jimmy
may have both positive and negative experiences in the same area. You need to draw on your intuition and
common sense to come to your own conclusions. But remember that every child, no matter the sign he/she was

born in, needs LOVE in order to grow up in the right way.



Astrological Data

For the benefit of students of astrology, the positions of the

planets at the time of birth and other technical information is

given below:
 
Sun      1 Sag 27               Neptune  23 Aqu 48
Moon    17 Aqu 34               Pluto     1 Cap 57
Mercury 11 Sag 45               Asc.      1 Cap 47
Venus   19 Sco 35               MC       27 Lib 44
Mars    15 Leo 31               2nd cusp 12 Aqu 09
Jupiter 19 Aqu 55               3rd cusp 24 Pis 40
Saturn   2 Lib 25               5th cusp 22 Tau 11
Uranus  22 Pis 44               6th cusp 12 Gem 17

Tropical  Placidus   Standard Time observed

GMT: 14:57:06   Time Zone: 5 hours West
Lat. and Long. of birth place: 42 N 59    81 W 14  

Aspects and orbs:
Conjunction:  7 Deg 00 Min
Opposition :  6 Deg 00 Min
Square     :  6 Deg 00 Min
Trine      :  6 Deg 00 Min
Sextile    :  4 Deg 00 Min



*** Chapter 1 ***
General description of the child: essential nature and

personality. Physical body and childhood.

Sun in Sagittarius:

     The child of Sagittarius is an adventurer, restless and funny. Jimmy has a
very good sense of humor, like a small clown. Whenever he laughs, everyone is

affected by his joy. As he grows he will show his restlessness and charm. He

will travel all over the house, then the neighborhood, and then the entire world.

His curiosity and energy are unbounded. He is always asking questions; he

wants to know everything and sometimes presses very hard with his endless
questions. He reacts against orders; he only obeys if he thinks it is logical. His

inquisitive and reasonable mind is always analyzing the orders. To get his
cooperation on any subject, parents must appeal to his sense of justice and
honesty. If his parents keep him confined all day long or they inhibit his

fantasies, he might lose his motivation. He loves to be outside and he loves sports, in which he will probably be

fantastic. Friends love him and they are always looking for him, because he is always making people laugh.
Though he shows authority and enthusiasm, inside he is not very strong and he needs support for his enterprises.
He is ingenuous and people can easily influence him, so his parents should always keep an eye on his friends. His

sense of freedom becomes stronger in adolescence and he may leave home early.

     At school Jimmy can be inconstant, because everything depends on his enthusiasm. If he gets bored, he will
not be a good student, but if he finds subjects that interest him, he will learn very quickly. His mentality is

multifaceted and is fed by his curiosity. The more dynamic his education is, the better. It is extraordinarily easy
for him to learn languages, and he is also fond of religion. He is likely to go through changes in his faith and
religion while searching for the truth. As he has an adventurous spirit, he is likely to live in another country.

     This child does not have a head for finances. Parents must teach him how to deal with money, and to save

some, in order to avoid future financial problems. Parents should not be soft on this point. If he spends a week's
allowance in one day, he must live the rest of the week penniless. Though this seems rather harsh, it will be very

positive for the development of his conscience.

     Jimmy's adventurous spirit is also obvious in matters of the heart. Boys and girls of this sign experience many

romances during their adolescence and sometimes more than one at a time. The Sagittarius child is very
independent, outgoing and restless. He needs friends for his endless adventures, rather than strong and

authoritative parents. He needs to know that his parents have confidence in what he is doing on his own, in order

to hit every target he aims at with his bow and arrow.

Capricorn Rising Sign:

     Jimmy's physical body will be thin and tall. Probably he will have a dimple in his chin, a wide forehead, and his

general features will be lengthened. Jimmy will behave like an adult, will be independent, and will not need
anybody to take care of him. He is the kind of child who can play alone for hours in the same place. However,

don't forget that although he is a serious boy, he is very delicate and needs affection. He will have a scientific

mind, and will need to understand everything, so he will ask many questions and will read voraciously. Jimmy will

have imagination and intelligence, though his realistic and practical side will prevail. Communication can be a
problem for him, and he will not talk too much, especially in the company of strangers. He does not like to be



overexposed, and a little bit shy; parents must treat him delicately and must respect his desires, too. He will be a

good companion and very responsible; he will not ask for help and will love to feel that he can make it by himself.

His character will not be flexible and will show a tendency to control others, especially his brothers or sisters and
weaker friends, with whom he will try to play the role of protector and parent. Jimmy loves to be at home and he

can spend many hours inside; it is important to teach him to go outside in the sun and get in touch with nature. If

his Sun (as shown above) is located in Gemini, Sagittarius or Pisces, this Ascendant will offer stability and

firmness of character.

     His childhood is ruled by Saturn, which will make him mature early. He will be always worried about his

duties and how to help his parents. Sometimes under this influence, the person starts working very young and
helps parents with the household expenses. He may do this because the family has economic problems, or

because the person wants to become a part of the world of the adults. Whatever the reason, Jimmy must try not

take his life too seriously and must have some fun, especially in the first part of his life. His sense of duty and

fulfillment may be so remarkably strong because this child gets the idea from his family that love and responsibility

are synonymous, and that he has to do everything well in order to deserve love. This message may be clearest
from his father, whom Jimmy will admire and will always try to please. Jimmy must be taught to combine his

practical sense with more enthusiasm and joy, to learn from his own mistakes and to relax and enjoy life. Though
he does not show his feelings and interests very noticeably, his parents can be totally sure that Jimmy will get
everything he wants in life.

Pluto in 1st house:

     He will be an intense boy and likely to go for extreme situations. Jimmy will live life to the fullest. His vital and

energetic attitude will make him a leader. However, he may have hidden motivations and use subtle mechanisms
to impose his authority. It is very important for this boy to develop a positive conscience about the power he has,

and to avoid a selfish attitude toward others. Jimmy must learn to consider everybody's needs. His life will be
neither serene nor stable. The great energy of this planet impels him to experience deep changes and many

transformations; though these changes will be slow and gradual, they will represent important growth periods of
his life. His physical body will be strong and very resistant to any kind of illness. The negative aspect of this
astrological influence is that Jimmy will not be patient with others. He can tend to destroy everything in his path.

The positive aspect is that Jimmy will be invincible, and when problems and crises seem to overcome him, he will
rise up again and again, until he gets what he wants.



*** Chapter 2 ***
Maternal figure: emotions, feelings, capacity to love

and share.

Moon in Aquarius:

     Jimmy will have spontaneous emotions; they will be free and unconventional.
His great rebelliousness toward everything will make him break free of every

limitation he finds. His heart is free and his mind looks towards the future, which

may sometimes cause him to be misunderstood. He will be very curious and

sociable. Jimmy will love meeting all kinds of people and his friendships will be

greatly varied. Jimmy will feel very close to people who are "different" and
nontraditional. He will be more mental than emotional, and his feelings may

change rapidly.

     His mother will probably be far from traditional, will be a friend rather than a mother to him, and will let him

make his own decisions and rule his own life. She will love her freedom and will teach him to appreciate his. This

may lead to a disinterested and rational attitude about his feelings; Jimmy will think that he will always be able to
control his emotions and will feel uncomfortable showing affection. He will have great creativity and inventive
talent which can be expressed both in art and in the sciences.

Moon in 2nd house:

     Jimmy will have a great need for emotional security, which will be evident by his desire to possess things. He

will hold on to things for a long time, and it will not be easy for him to let go of them. If Jimmy is raised in a
positive and secure way, he could be generous and a bit of a spendthrift; otherwise he will be selfish and
possessive. In his social relationships, he can be very demanding. His future financial situation may suffer from

fluctuations or instability; Jimmy could make a living working with the public, especially with women.

Moon Conjunction Jupiter:

     Jimmy will be very sympathetic, practical, and generous. Success will come quite easily to him, and this can
make him be a bit vain. He will always have a positive attitude and will probably have many opportunities to
travel. Everybody will love him and he will have a very good sense of humor. His mother will influence him in a

positive way; Jimmy will have good self-esteem and feel emotionally complete, secure, and whole.

Moon Conjunction Neptune:

     He will be extremely sensitive, romantic, and idealistic. His perception and intuition will be remarkable. Jimmy

will probably have some problems in the practical world because he lacks the ability to see things as they are.
Jimmy can be easily deceived or disillusioned by idealizing the people he loves. He will be inspired to create,

either musically or artistically.

Moon Opposition Mars:

     Jimmy will get angry very easily and will express himself very forcefully. He may argue everyday with family

members with whom he has differences. If there is no harmony at home, his mood will be affected.  Many times
Jimmy will react quickly and impulsively, without thinking. He can be very temperamental, and he must learn how



to control this tendency and improve himself.

Moon Square Venus:

     Any lack of harmony in Jimmy's environment will affect his emotional world. He can experience a variety of

feelings at the same time. Jimmy may be feeling inadequate, but will want to be the center of attention at the same

time. He will have a tendency to be moody; he will be lazy, indulgent, and gullible. It is very important for him to
have good eating habits and also to be tidy.

Venus in Scorpio:

     His love will be intense and long lasting. Jimmy will be passionate and will

have tumultuous romances due to jealousy and a strong desire to dominate. He

will find it difficult to express his feelings verbally due to their depth and

complexity. Jimmy will not like short or superficial relationships, and at an early
age will show great selectivity in his social world. As a result of this, Jimmy will

have few friends, but he will be loyal to them and they could be friends forever.
His sex life will also be intense, so it is very important for him to be well-
educated about the possible consequences of his behavior. He can be very

selfish and rough in expressing himself, and though sometimes he can get into

trouble, he will never stop being frank and sincere.

Venus in 10th house:

     Jimmy will have many ambitions and will enjoy social success. During his life, he will receive aid from others.

Jimmy's relationship with his father will probably be affectionate and this will help him to achieve his goals. His
marriage will raise his social status. Jimmy was born with a deep sense of diplomacy and will be a successful man

with the public.

Venus Square Mars:

     It is most likely that Jimmy will have a stormy relationship with the parent of the opposite sex, and this may

also be true in his romantic relationships as an adult. It will be very important to resolve these conflicts of wills, in
order for him to have a happy future. Jimmy will be very possessive, jealous, and blunt with his demonstrations.

His feelings will be intense and will be shown in an ardent way. He can go from feeling love to hate and vice
versa quite easily. Jimmy will start getting into relationships early and will experience these situations in a dramatic
way.

Venus Square Jupiter:

     Jimmy can have over-protective parents. He will tend to exaggerate everything and also will be undisciplined

in financial affairs. His exaggerated optimism will sometimes cause him to be unrealistic. Parents should not be so

complacent and should show him that he has to work to get what he wants.

Venus Square Neptune:

     Most likely, Jimmy will always be trying to escape from reality. One of his parents may exhibit submissive or

evasive behavior, and Jimmy will learn from him/her to shelter himself in a fantasy world. His idealism will be

great and disappointment may occur in his relationships with friends or lovers. In her emotional insecurity, Jimmy

can easily play the role of a victim. He must learn to act with courage, facing problems and avoiding escapism,
which will only make things worse. If he feels hurt, he may sleep a lot or try to get away from people, instead of



showing his pain. In the future, Jimmy will look for an idealistic love that will be almost impossible for him to find.

Venus Trine Uranus:

     Jimmy will love freedom above all. His feelings can be unusual and his aesthetic taste very original. His

creativity is remarkable and Jimmy can be successful if he becomes involved in artistic activities. His

rebelliousness is understandable and will never be destructive. His personality will be magnetic, unconventional,
and will make him very attractive to the opposite sex. His romances can be short but very special. Jimmy will be

always looking for the unusual, the unique, and the original.

Jupiter in Aquarius:

     Jimmy will have a big imagination and be very creative. He will not be selfish

and will always be concerned about his friends and his group. His style will be

very distinctive and will go against traditions and regulations in general; this can
make him be rather intolerant and revolutionary. Jimmy will be very idealistic

and as an adult will be interested in social and humanitarian activities. He will
not believe in racial or religious discrimination.

Jupiter in 2nd house:

     Jimmy will be successful in business and will earn lots of money; however, he must learn discipline and thrift,
to avoid many potential problems. He could earn a living from different investments, import-export business,

traveling, stock exchange, etc. Jimmy will have many possessions, which will make him feel secure and
protected, and at the same time, he will be very generous and will share them with others.

Jupiter Conjunction Neptune:

     Jimmy will have a big imagination and it will be expressed in many creative fields. He must learn not to over
indulge, but rather to take advantage of his musical, artistic, and visionary inspiration. Jimmy will be sympathetic

and idealistic and will show an interest in religion and in mysticism.  He can live in a world of fantasies and never
face his everyday problems.

Neptune in 2nd house:

     Jimmy could have inspired ideas about how to earn money, but if he does not learn how to control his
expenses, he will experience many ups-and-downs, losses, and betrayals. He will have to avoid shopping with

credit cards or having too much money in his pocket, because he will not have much control and will probably
spend it. Generally, Jimmy will have to be careful about his acquaintances, as there is a possibility of being

involved in fraudulent situations.



*** Chapter 3 ***
Paternal figure: authority, power, capacity to assume

responsibilities and to defend oneself in life.

Sun in 11th house:

     Jimmy will be very sociable and will have many friends during his life. Some of them will be very important
and Jimmy will receive help and protection from them. This great disposition towards friendship starts with the

relationship he has with his father, with whom he will share much in an intense way. Between them there will be

no traditional role, where the father has the authority, but a real friendship. In spite of Jimmy's compliant attitude

toward others, he will not follow in anybody's footsteps. Jimmy will be very idealistic and will enjoy participating

in group activities like committees, clubs, or any other association. Usually, Jimmy will not be selfish, and will
always be willing to share everything he has.

Sun Sextile Saturn:

     Jimmy will gain great success in life due to his disciplined work and constant effort. He will be constant,

faithful, responsible, and serious about his goals. He will have great concentration and a good sense of
organization. Generally, his life will be orderly, healthy, and long. Jimmy will deeply admire his father, who
probably will be a very successful person and will possess many characteristics that he will want to embrace as

an adult. Jimmy will always be a person everybody can trust.

Saturn in Libra:

     Jimmy will need a lot of time to make decisions and, though he will seem to
be dominated by indecision, finally he will make the right choice. He will be
very reserved and will probably have some problems with his social life.

Though Jimmy will have few friends, they will be there forever. Jimmy will have
a great sense of justice and will be a good judge or lawyer. He will always be

very diplomatic and will express his opinions in a proper way. This astrological
position can delay marriage or bring a serious person as a mate.

Saturn in 9th house:

     Jimmy will have a cautious and conservative view of life. Everything he achieves in life will be due to his hard
work and preparation. His approach to problems in general will be systematic and the goal will be a practical

solution. Jimmy can be a bit structured in his way of thinking; he can excel in mathematics and sciences in general.

With this astrological position, he can be a good professor, scientist, or metaphysician. Jimmy will love long trips

as well as foreign countries, though throughout his life he will have problems and delays in traveling. He should try

to avoid being dogmatic, intolerant, or fanatical about his ideas. As time goes by, he will become more open-
minded and level- headed.

Saturn Square Pluto:

     Jimmy can seem to be domineering and very aggressive, but this will just be his way of hiding his own

insecurities. Jimmy will resist strongly any change in his life. He will show great strength, but also inflexibility and

willfulness at the same time. Jimmy must learn to be more considerate of others; he must try to avoid dominating
everybody at every moment; and he should show his feelings more freely without the fear of seeming weak.



Mars in Leo:

     Jimmy will have great personal pride, and will enjoy doing things on his own

initiative. If he knows someone expects something from him, he will work very

hard to please that person. He will also be very picky as he has a high sense of

dignity; he will not tolerate mockery or criticism of his personality. Jimmy can
be very bossy and selfish, though he will be outgoing, sympathetic, and

dynamic. He will be very generous and demonstrative with his feelings, which

will give him great success in his social life. Jimmy will be stubborn and will
demand that his parents let him live his life the way he chooses. The more

someone tries to change his goals, the more he will hold on to them; and he will

become aggressive about it. Jimmy will not feel comfortable showing the weak and soft side of his personality,

which will affect his manner of expressing affection.

Mars in 8th house

     Jimmy will be very intrepid, brave, and determined. He will experience every situation intensely and deeply.
Jimmy will be attracted to risky situations, mystery, and danger, and his great courage will make him fearless. It is

very important for Jimmy to take care of himself by moderating his habits; otherwise, he could be exposed to

risks or accidents all his life. His sexual life will be very important, so he must receive a good education in this
matter in order to dispense with taboos and preconceptions. He could also be interested in occult sciences and
mysteries in general.  He would make an excellent researcher. If Jimmy decided to manage other people's

money, he could experience some problems or arguments.

Mars Opposition Jupiter:

     Jimmy must learn to be disciplined and to direct his energies in an organized way; otherwise, he will waste his
talents through impulsiveness or restlessness. Jimmy will be a hard worker, but very inconstant and impatient at
the same time; he will want to see the results almost immediately. Also, he could work too hard, exhausting his

vitality. Jimmy could show some rebelliousness and selfishness. It is also very important that Jimmy develop a
more balanced sense of justice and learn to share with others.

Uranus in 2nd house:

     Jimmy belongs in creative jobs and those that offer him freedom.  Otherwise, he will be constantly changing
jobs, his financial situation will have ups-and-downs, and instability will be the result. As he will have a big desire

for independence, it will be better for him to have his own business rather than working for others. Jimmy will
ignore the commonly accepted system of values and will live by his own rules. Also, it is probable that he will

receive money from inheritance or through marriage.



*** Chapter 4 ***
Mentality: intelligence, studies and capacity for

communication.

Mercury in Sagittarius:

     Jimmy will have a very curious mind and will never stop asking questions.
Due to his great interest in the whole universe, he will be a good student. Jimmy

will want to know about geography, history, sciences, mathematics, etc., and he

will also show dedication and enthusiasm. In the future, he will show some

inclination to learn about religion and philosophy. Also, he will be attracted to

progressive ideas and will probably pursue advanced degrees in his field. Most
likely Jimmy will not pay much attention to details and will make decisions

abruptly. His style of communication will be frank, open, sympathetic, and
uninhibited, although sometimes he could get into trouble for saying things in the
wrong place or to the wrong person. Jimmy will be very sociable and will like sharing his knowledge with others.

His great curiosity will enable him to learn from everyone and from every situation, but his opinions will not be

consistent. He could be influenced by the people he admires and whose recognition he seeks. Jimmy will have a
great sense of humor and will always see the funny side of his experiences. His great sympathy and enthusiasm
will make him very popular among his friends.

Mercury in 11th house:

     Jimmy will enjoy spending time with clever and interesting friends with whom he will enjoy a vivid interchange

of ideas or have fun with mental and strategic games, playing with words or puzzles. Generally, his thoughts will
become clear when he is with friends, and in the future he will work very well in group situations. It will be very
important for Jimmy to become a member of a club or organization where he can interact with people who have

the same interests. He will have altruistic and humanitarian ideas. Jimmy will be a well-known person and also a
loved one, especially among the people of his city. Jimmy will have to be careful choosing his friends, in order to

avoid getting involved with extravagant or mixed-up people.

Mercury Trine Mars:

     Jimmy will have a restless mind and will never stop learning. He will be a practical, quick, perceptive, and

courageous person; he will detect the weaknesses of the others quite easily. Jimmy will be very creative and
could excel in writing or any other manual activity. He will be very firm and serious about his decisions without

being aggressive. His mind will never rest, so he must always stay active.

Pisces on 3rd house cusp:

     Jimmy will be reserved and rather introverted. His imagination will influence his reasoning; he could have a

creative mind. Jimmy will probably have a confusing time trying to decide which career will be the best for him. It

is also probable that he will change schools or majors. He will have very humanitarian ideas and will want to
understand the "human animal" in every aspect. Jimmy will be very interested in the occult and metaphysics; he

will also have an artistic sensitivity, specially for music and theater. Choices and interests, as well as his ideas, will

change with time. His communication will be soft and affectionate, though he will need a positive emotional

climate in order to express himself with tranquility.



*** Chapter 5 ***
Destiny: vocation, profession, probability of success and

social recognition.

Libra-Scorpio MC

     Jimmy's destiny shows very favorable conditions for success. He will have a strong will, diplomatic skills, and
sharp perceptive abilities. He will be interested in the sciences or in a humanistic career. Jimmy will convert his

profession into a real art or he will live it as a real mission. He will put all his energies and enthusiasm into

achieving his goals. He will also be interested in research.  Jimmy will strive to solve all the problems and to

reveal all the mysteries of his profession. He will not have a compliant attitude toward authority figures. Even

when his position is not important, Jimmy will discuss his tasks with intelligence, especially if he feels his talents
are being underutilized. He will be successful with an independent profession, where he could be his own boss.

     His career choice could be one of these professions or a combination of some of them: physicist, chemist,
electronic engineer, diplomat, lawyer, director of a corporation, investigator, etc., or any other activity which will

allow him to work independently.

     It is probable that Jimmy's home will be noisy. One of his parents could have an explosive temper as well as
great intelligence. Jimmy will be raised in a place were people are constantly challenging each others' ideas and

beliefs; this will cause him to think carefully before making choices. Libra and Scorpio individuals will have a
strong influence on his destiny.



*** Chapter 6 ***
Health: probable physical problems and recommendations for

diet and nutrition.

Sun in Sagittarius:

     Sagittarius rules the hips, the pelvic bones, the thighs, and the metabolism of fat. Generally, Jimmy will have
good health as he will be psychologically sound. His outgoing and positive mind will keep him moving toward his

dreams and goals, without worrying about his physical health. However, he could go to the other extreme and

become totally careless about his health. Jimmy will like the good life, with the danger of being overweight from

eating everything and in large amounts.  He will like sports and the outdoor life, which will help him maintain his

weight if he is constant. Due to his disordered nutrition, Jimmy will have to be careful about cholesterol.

     In order to be healthy, Jimmy will have to consider the following advice: he will have to avoid greasy food,
fried food and meat as well as sweets, replacing them with fresh fruit and natural juices or sodas (fruits and/or
vegetables); he will have to practice outdoor sports consistently; he will have to keep his positive attitude against

problems, avoiding the negative suggestions and influences of people; he will have to be moderate with his social

life, trying to sleep regular hours; he will have to avoid smoking and drinking alcohol and get regular physical
exams; he will need a regular dietary routine in order to clean up his body; he will have to have an intellectual
activity; he should spend time outdoors under the sun; he will do well to cultivate his great sense of humor.

Saturn in Libra:

     This astrological position could bring a poor condition of filtration to remove the urea from the blood, renal, or

urinary retention, obstruction in the kidneys because of the presence of calcium stones, suppression of the urine,
or blood disease caused by renal malfunction.

Gemini on 6th house cusp:

     The short term problems related to Jimmy's health could originate from instability or absence of B Vitamins,
which could provoke breathing problems affecting the lungs, the trachea, the bronchus, or causing nervous

exhaustion and its consequences.

     The best advice, as far as food is concerned, is to eat all the elements which are rich in the B Vitamins: all the

legumes, whole grains, seeds and walnuts, wheat germ, corn or rice flakes, avocado, banana, peanuts, yogurt,
cream cheese, non-fat milk, eggs, natural fruit and vegetable juices, bee pollen, etc.

     The long term problems related to Jimmy's health could originate from the exaggerated consumption of fat and

the lack of Vitamins B-6 and K, as well as the lack of cholin, inositol, lecithin, biotin, and selenium. This could

bring problems to the liver, sciatica, lumbago, illness in the hips, and accidents with the thighs.

     The natural sources of Vitamin B-6 are: soybeans, lentils, peas, bananas, walnuts, white beans, avocado,

sunflower seeds, wheat germ, fish and poultry, etc. The Vitamin K is in alfalfa, spinach, soy, tomatoes,
cauliflower, carrots, potatoes, etc. In order to get minerals, Jimmy could try whole grains, cereals, and wheat

germ.



*** Chapter 7 ***
Generational influence: ideas and feelings common to

your child's age group.

Uranus in Pisces:

     Jimmy's generation is creative and artistically inspired.  They will promote
and contribute to music, theater, literature, and philosophy. They will create

new styles, which will be expressed in very refined ways and will last through

time. They will also be interested in mystical matters as well as non-Western

philosophies. Jimmy will have good intentions in his heart; he will be intuitive,

idealistic, and very imaginative. However, his great sensitivity could make him
restless and quick to react to everything. Most likely, Jimmy will have an

escapist attitude about dealing with problems and will be very uncomfortable
with any display of aggression.

Neptune in Aquarius:

     Jimmy's generation will be progressive and broad-minded about accepting
new philosophical and religious ideas. They will have great intuition and

inspiration to create new things in many areas. Scientific advances will be
remarkable during this period and the inventions of machines and new elements

to improve everyday life will be surprising in their originality. As a part of his
generation, Jimmy will have a detached emotional attitude, an ability to

understand abstraction, and a great creativity which will be applied in practical
and brilliant ways. He will be concerned with humanitarian issues and will be
living in a period when social reforms will lead to the beginning of a peaceful

and harmonious world.

Pluto in Capricorn:

     Jimmy's generation will have a practical and realistic vision of life. They will
work very hard to improve life within society in every aspect; many of them will
be real political leaders or economic reformers. They will be eager to assume

their responsibilities and they will be always ready for action, though they may
neglect their emotional needs as a consequence. As a part of this group, Jimmy

will show great perseverance, ambition, and capacity to organize and manage in

an efficient manner. He will be very conservative and materialistic. He should

learn how to express his emotions more openly.


